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Abstract
Implicitly Restarted DEIM_Arnoldi: An Inner
Product Free Krylov Method for Eigenproblems
by
Bosen Du
This thesis proposes an inner product free Krylov method called Implicitly Restarted
DEIM-Arnoldi (IRD) to solve large scale eigenvalue problems. This algorithm is based
on the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) scheme, which is very efficient for solving
eigenproblems. IRA uses the Arnoldi factorization, which requires inner products. In
contrast, IRD employs the Discrete Empirical Interpolation (DEIM) technique and
the DEIM_Arnoldi algorithm to avoid inner products, thereby resulting in faster run-
ning times for large eigenproblems. Furthermore, IRD may be able to greatly reduce
the latency caused by inner products in parallel computation. This work conducts
many numerical experiments to compare the performance of IRD and IRA in serial
computation, and discusses the possible ways to avoid the need for communication in
parallel computation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The general idea of Krylov projection has been used to devise a number of effective
algorithms for large scale eigenvalue problems. In all of these methods, it is neces-
sary to compute inner products of large vectors. This thesis proposes an alternative
method called Implicitly Restarted DEIiVLArnoldi (IRD), which avoids computing
inner products. By avoiding the computation of inner products, IRD can reduce the
running times for large eigenproblems in serial computation, and also may greatly
reduce the latency caused by inner products in the parallel computing environment.
The first section of this chapter introduces several applications of large scale eigen-
value problems and the background of methods for such problems. The second section
describes the organization of this thesis.
1
21.1 Background of Methods for Eigenproblems
Large scale eigenvalue problems are important in many areas, such as electrical en-
gineering, physics, mechanical engineering, economics, etc. [4, Davidson 1975], [7,
Karlin 1959]. For instance, one would be interested in the eigenvalues of the largest
recil part of some large matrix when determining the stability of electrical circuits
[13, Saad 1984]. In the study of stability of fluid flow, one cares most about whether
the eigenvalues of a large unsymmetric matrix fall on a certain half of the complex
plane [11, Lehoucq and Salinger 2001]. When one solves queueing systems with ma-
trix methods [8, Kaufman 1982], [9, Kleinrock 1976], [14, Seneta 1980], a specific
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue unity of some large unsymmetric matrix
is usually needed. Furthermore, a common setting for this kind of eigenproblem is
the discretization of linear partial differential equations [15, Sorensen 1992]. Another
example lies in dynamic stability analysis of economic models, which in most cases
lead to large scale unsymmetric eigenproblems in which one usually uses the leading
eigenvalues to determine the stability [3, D 'Almeida 1980], [7, Karlin 1959]. Likewise,
the research about vibrations of structures is an example requiring the lowest modes
in some symmetric eigenvalue problems [4, Davidson 1975]. Last, the study of Riccati
equations by invariant imbedding methods results in some unsymmetric generalized
eigenproblems [10, Laub 1982].
All the examples above need to solve large scale eigenvalue problems, and there
are many methods to solve such problems. Among those methods, the Arnoldi al-
3gorithm [1, Arnoldi 1951] is a well-known and powerful one. Many methods have
similar features to those of the Arnoldi algorithm. The Arnoldi process can extract
a set of eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of a large unsymmetric matrix by-
generating an orthonormal basis for a subspace that contains good approximations to
eigenvectors of the matrix. It has many advantages. Instead of relying upon matrix
factorizations, which would be impossible in the large scale setting, the Arnoldi pro-
cess only needs to compute matrix vector products w = Av, and hence it has been of
high interest for decades.
However, the traditional Arnoldi method is plagued by several numerical difficul-
ties. The primary difficulties are the cost of storing the basis vectors and maintaining
orthogonality. The Arnoldi process needs to store all of the previous basis vectors to
generate a new vector for the orthonormal basis. The basis vectors are orthogonal in
exact arithmetic; however, they might lose orthogonality in floating point arithmetic.
If the numerical orthogonality is not enforced by some means, the Arnoldi method
might lead to spurious eigenvalues.
At first, the Arnoldi method was used without restarting. Unfortunately, unless
convergence is achieved very early, the method will require numerous iterations. The
cost of storing the basis vectors and maintaining orthogonality increases steadily as
the number of iterations increases, and this cost becomes intractable if the number
of iterations needed for convergence is quite large. This is the primary reason why
the Arnoldi iteration needs to be restarted. There are many restarting techniques for
4the Arnoldi process. The first of these was the explicitly restarted Arnoldi iteration
proposed by Saad (12, 1980].
Among the successful restarting techniques that have been developed, the Implic-
itly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) scheme [15, Sorensen 1992] is quite an efficient one. IRA
can be considered as a truncation of the well-known implicitly shifted QR-iteration [5,
Francis 1961], [18, Wilkinson 1965], [17, Stewart 1973] for computing a few eigenvalues
of a large unsymmetric matrix. IRA prespecifies the number of wanted eigenvalues,
so it can avoid the numerical difficulties mentioned above: it bounds the storage
requirements, maintains the orthogonality of the Krylov subspace basis, and avoids
spurious eigenvalues.
IRA uses the Arnoldi iteration, which requires inner product computations. In
the parallel computing environment, inner products present a computational bottle-
neck due to memory traffic, communication, and synchronization. Motivated by the
Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) [2, Chaturantabut and Sorensen
2009], D. C. Sorensen proposed a new algorithm called DEIM_Arnoldi, in place of the
original Arnoldi iteration. Compared to the traditional Arnoldi factorization, this
new technique uses interpolatory projection instead of orthogonal projection, so it
avoids the computation of inner products entirely.
Using this new algorithm and the DEIM technique, this thesis proposes a modified
IRA scheme, Implicitly Restarted DEIM_Arnoldi (IRD), which reduces the running
time by avoiding inner products. IRD is still an implicitly restarted method that
5solves for a few eigenvalues of a large matrix, but it uses the DEIM_Arnoldi iteration
and the DEIM algorithm in place of the original Arnoldi iteration. The advantage
of employing these techniques in IRD is that they avoid the computation of inner
products, which results in faster running times for large scale eigenvalue problems. By
implementing these algorithms in the parallel computing environment, the advantage
of IRD may be more significant because one may able to greatly reduce the latency
caused by the computation of inner products.
1.2 Thesis Organization
The second chapter of this thesis reviews the form of eigenvalue problems, introduces
the Arnoldi method, and discusses the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) method.
Chapter 3 introduces the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) and the
DEIM_Arnoldi factorization, and proposes the IRD method, which employs these two
techniques to avoid the computation of inner products. In Chapter 4, I conduct many-
numerical experiments to compare the performance of IRD and IRA in serial com-
putation. These methods have similar performance in most tests, but there are also
several other cases where they differ. The last chapter has a summary of this thesis
and some discussions of the possible ways to eliminate the need for communication
in the parallel computing environment.
Chapter 2
Methods for Eigenvalue Problems
In this chapter, the first section reviews the form of eigenvalue problems and explains
why the traditional way of computing eigenvalues is very costly. Because of this,
the second section introduces a well-known iterative method for large scale eigen-
value problems — the Arnoldi method [1, Arnoldi 1951]. The Arnoldi method also
has several numerical difficulties, so the last section of this chapter introduces the
Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) method [15, Sorensen 1992], which fixes those
problems. IRA is the foundation of the Implicitly Restarted DEIM_Arnoldi (IRD)
method, which will be discussed in next chapter.
2.1 Eigenvalue Problems
Given a square matrix A E Cnx", if ? G C and ? G Cn with ? ? Ü satisfies
Av = ??,
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?then (?, ?) is an eigenpair of the matrix A. In that case, ? is said to be an eigenvalue
of the matrix .4, and ? is said to be a corresponding eigenvector. The set
s(?) = {? € C : ? is an eigenvalue of .4}
is called the spectrum of A.
If ? € s{?), then there exists some ? G Cn with ? f 0 such that
/It; = ? X.
i.e.
[XI-A)V = O (t^O).
Thus XI — A has a nontrivial null space, which means XI — A is singular. It follows
that
det(Ä/ -A) = O.
On the other hand, if det(A/ — A) = 0, the deduction of the opposite direction leads
to ? G s(?). Thus,
? G s(?) & det(A/ -A)=O.
Let p(X) denote det(A/ - A). Then p(X) is a polynomial of degree n, and the
eigenvalues of A are the roots of ?(?). Hence in order to determine the eigenvalues of
A, one needs to compute the roots of a polynomial of degree n. This is very costly for
large n, so iterative methods are very important for large scale eigenvalue problems.
82.2 Krylov Subspaces and Arnoldi Factorization
The Arnoldi method [1. Arnoldi 1951] is a traditional scheme for extracting a few-
eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of large unsymmetric matrices. It constructs
a sequence of Krylov subspaces
/C1(ZU) Q IC2{A,v) C · ¦ ¦ C ICk[A, ?) C W\
where
ICk(A, v) = span{t', Av, . .., Ak~1v)
by successively building an orthonormal basis for ICk(A, v). It uses this orthonormal
basis to approximate the eigenvectors of the matrix A with vectors from the subspace
corresponding to certain approximate eigenvalues. The Arnoldi method is a Krylov
subspace method, since it projects a matrix onto a Krylov subspace orthogonally.
The Arnoldi method produces a fc-step Arnoldi factorization (A; = 1,2,... , n)
AVk = VkHk + rkeTk,
where Vk G M.nxk, VkTVk = h, Hk G Rkxk is upper Hessenberg, and rk G R" satisfies
VkTrk = 0.
The following is a description of the steps of the Arnoldi algorithm required to
advance this factorization one step.
1. Initially, the Arnoldi method achieves the first factorization through the follow-
ing steps.
9(a) Use some random vector T0 G R" to set up the first vector of the orthonor-
mal basis for JCk(A, T0):
ß = \\ro\\, Vi=V1 = T0ZfI.
(b) Build a new vector w for the second vector of the basis for JCk[A, T0) and
a one by one matrix H1:
w = Avx, H1 = V17W.
(c) Construct a residual vector T1 that is orthogonal to V1 for the second vector
of the orthonormal basis for JCk(A, T0) through a step of the Gram-Schmidt
process:
V1 = w -ViHx.
These steps lead to the 1-step Arnoldi factorization
AV1 = V1Hx +ne7,
with V7V1 = 1 and V7Tx = V17W - V7VxHx = H1 -H1 = O.
2. During the iterations, based on the j'-step Arnoldi factorization
(j = l,2,...,k-l)
AV3 = V3H3+T3^,
where V3 G Rnxj , VjV3 = I3, H3 e Rjxj is upper Hessenberg, and T3 € Rn
satisfies VJr3 = 0, one can obtain the (j+l)-step Arnoldi factorization.
AV3+1 = V3+1H3+1 +Tj+1ej+1,
10
where V3+1 = [V3 vj+1] G Wn^+l\ Vj+1V3+1 = I1+1, H3+1 G
upper Hessenberg, and Tj+1 € IR"' satisfies Vj+1Tj+1 = 0.
(.Hi)x(j+i) IS
To make H3+1 upper Hessenberg, set
H1+I
H3 h
ßej a
Then the (j+l)-step Arnoldi factorization becomes
A V3 V3+1 Vj V3,
H3 h
ßej a
+ rj+1ej+1.
This is equivalent to
AV3 = V3H3 + 0V3^eJ
Av3+1 = Vj+1
a
G?+?-
The first equation corresponds to the j-step Arnoldi factorization, which implies
0Vj+i = r3. Thus V3+1 is orthogonal to [V1, V2, · · · , V3], and to make ||vj+i|| = 1,
set
It follows that Vj+1V3+1 = I3+1.
In the second equation, setting w = Av3+1 implies
r3+1 =w- V3+
a
11
Thus Vj+1Tj+I = O is equivalent to
VT+1W - V^1V3n = 0.
i.e.
a
= V^+1W.
It follows that
h
Q
= w - Vj+iVj+1w.
Hence the (j-t-l)-step Arnoldi factorization can be obtained through the follow-
ing steps.
(a) Use Tj to set up the (j + l)f,i vector of the orthonormal basis for ICk(A, rQ):
P = INI. vj+1 = rj/ß, Vj+1 = [Vj vj+1].
(b) Build a new vector w for the (j + 2)th (for j < k - 1) vector of the basis
for /Cfc(A'/"o) and construct the new matrix Hj+1:
w = Avj+1, VjI1W, Hj+1 =
Hj h
ffcï
(c) Set up a new residual vector Vj+1 that is orthogonal to sparici, V2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,
Vj+1) for the (j + 2)th (for j < k — 1) vector of the orthonormal basis for
ICk(A, To) through part of the Grain-Schmidt process:
rj+i = w-Vj,
a
= W-Vj+1V^1W
The following algorithm describes the complete Arnoldi iteration.
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Algorithm 2.1
function [V, H, r] = Arnoldi (A, r, k)
Input: A G Rnxn, r/Oe IR", and k G {1, . . . , n}.
Output: V G Rnxk, H G Rkxk, and r G Rn with AV = VH + rei, yTy = h,
VTr = 0, and H upper Hessenberg.
1. v^r/\\r\\;V*-[v\;
w <— Av; a <— vTw; H <— [a];
r <— w — va;
2. for j = 2 to k
(a) /3 - ||r||;
if ß = 0, stop; else
? <— tj 3;
(b) V^ *- [F ?];
(c) ¿ - ßer
(d) w <— ??;
(e) ? <- KV tf <- [# h];
(f ) r <- io - Vh.
In the Arnoldi factorization
AVk = VkHk + rkeTk,
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if ? is an eigenvalue of Hk G Rkxk with corresponding eigenvector y G Rk , then
/ffcy = y0. Set ? = Vfeî/ G K". Then
1 1 Ax -?? 1 1 = \\AVky - Vk(y0)\\
= \\(VkHk + rkel)y - VkHky\\
= ll'a-efyll
= |ef:y| ||rfc||.
Thus (Ö, .t) is an approximation of an eigenpair for A, if \ejy\ \\rk\\ is small. Here the
approximate eigenvalue ? is called a Ritz value, and the approximate eigenvector ? is
called a Ritz vector.
2.3 Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi Method
As mentioned in the first chapter, the traditional Arnoldi process has several numer-
ical difficulties, such as large storage, loss of orthogonality, and spurious eigenvalues.
The Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) method [15, Sorensen 1992] fixes these prob-
lems, and it is very efficient for computing a set of eigenvalues of large urisymmetric
matrices.
IRA prespecifies two modest positive integers k (the number of wanted eigenval-
ues) and p, and starts with a (k + p)-step Arnoldi factorization
AVk+p = ~Vk+pHk+p + rk+pek+p.
The following is the basic idea of IRA.
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Repeat until convergence
1. Select ? shifts /¿?, µ-2, ¦ ¦ ¦ , µ?-
2. Fori = 1,2,... ,?
(a) Factor Q7- Ä,- = i7fc4.p - Vjh+p-
(b) 14+, - V^Q,; Hk+p +- QjHk+pQj.
3. After applying Q = QiQ2 · · · Qp to the original (k + p)-step Arnoldi factoriza-
tion, extract the first k columns to obtain a new /¿-step Arnoldi factorization
AVk = VkHk + rkeTk.
4. Apply ? additional steps to obtain a (k + p)-step Arnoldi factorization
AVk+p = Vk+pHk+p + rk+pek+p.
When the iteration converges (the stopping criterion will be discussed later in
Remark 5 after Algorithm 2.2), the eigenvalues of the matrix Hk are almost surely
the wanted eigenvalues.
The implementation of this algorithm is a little different for step 2. In practice,
it is better to accumulate Q first, and then form Vk <— Vk+PQ(:, 1 : k). This will be
discussed later in Remark 4 for Algorithm 2.2 (IRA).
The following is a explanation about how to implement this method in detail.
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For the first iteration in step 2. since Hk+P is upper Hessenberg, Hk+p — µ?? is also
upper Hessenberg, so by the process of QR factorization, Q1 is upper Hessenberg as
well.
Q1Ai = Hk+P - µ??
implies
Q7Hk+11Q1 = R1Q1+ µ??.
Since R1 is upper triangular and Q1 is upper Hessenberg, the new matrix Hk+p =
QjHh+pQi is also upper Hessenberg. Similarly, it can be proved by induction that
for every iteration in step 2, Q} and the new matrix ??+? = QTHk+p 'Qj are both
upper Hessenberg.
Since Q = Q1Q2 · · · QP, after step 2 the new matrices are
Vk%p = Vk+PQ, Ht+9 = Q7Hk+9Q.
By the argument above, Hk+p is upper Hessenberg. Since Q3:'s are all unitary matrices,
Q e R(fc+p)x(fc+p) is also unitary. By the Arnoldi factorization VkT+pVk+p = Ik+P holds.
It follows that
V^Xi+, = QTV[+pVk+pQ = Ik+P.
The original (k + p)-step Arnoldi factorization is
AVk+p = Vk+pHk+p + rk+pek+p,
which implies
AVk+pQ = Vk+pQQTHk+pQ + rk+pe¡+pQ,
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i.e.
AV++p = V¿+vHt+p + rk+peTk+pQ. (2.1)
Since Q = QiQ-2
hard to show that
Qp and the Q,-'s are all upper Hessenberg matrices, it is not
4+PQ = t t
with ek € Rfc and </ G Kp. Now partition V1T+1, and //¿+? into two and four parts
respectively,
^ = V? Vp Hk-rp
m ß
ße.el Hp
and plug the formulas for eJ.+pQ, Vf+p and Hk+p above into (2.1). Then (2.1) becomes
AV* AVP VC Vv
Ht B
dexel Hp
+ ark+pel rk+pqT
Extracting the first k columns leads to
AV1T = Vk+H¿ + pVpeieT + ark+pel
= Vk+Ht + (ev1 + ark+p)4
where vi is the first column of Vp and also the (k + 1) column of Vk++ . Thus setting
r£ = Pv1 + ark+p
implies
AVi. VkHt + t+ eTk. (2.2)
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It is easily seen that V,TTV¿ = Ik and Vk+Tvi = O by V^V^ = Ik+P, and that
H^ is Hessenberg since H^+ is Hessenberg. Furthermore,
Vk%rk+V = QTCprfc+p = 0
implies
V^n+P = o.
It follows that
y^'-t = ^T(^i + «¦'·*+?) = ßKT*i + «v;+7w = o.
Hence, (2.2) is an Arnoldi factorization.
The deduction above leads to the following IRA scheme.
Remark 1. At step 2(a) of Algorithm 2.2, the additional steps are applied to an
existing Arnoldi factorization through the following Algorithm 2.3.
Remark 2. There are many choices of the shifts at step 2(b) of Algorithm 2.2.
Among them, one direct choice would be the "exact shifts" as described in the fol-
lowing Algorithm 2.4.
Remark 3. At step 2(d(i)) of Algorithm 2.2, if there are some µ/s that are not
real, they must appear in complex conjugate pairs since H is a real matrix. Then the
following implicit double shift can avoid complex arithmetic:
Factor QjR = (H - Re(¿t¿) W)2 + Im(Mj)2W
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Algorithm 2.2
function [V, H, r] = IRA (A, r, k, ?, toi)
Input: .4 G Rnxn, r G W\ ke Z+, ? E Z+, and 0 < toi « 1.
Output: V G Mnxfc, H eRk*k with AV « K#, and r G Kn with ||r|| < ??/.
1. [V,.fl>] <- Arnoldi(,4, r, ?)
2. while (||r|| > toi)
(a) Apply ? additional steps to obtain a (k + p)-step Arnoldi
factorization
AV = VH + TeI+1,;
(b) Select ? shifts µ?, /t2, · ¦ · , µ? corresponding to the unwanted
eigenvalues;
(c) Q ' k+p j
(d) Fori = 1,2,..., ?
i. Factor QjR = H — p.¡Ik+v\
ii. F - QjtfQ,·; Q - QQ7;
(e) V <- VQ( : , 1 : fc);
H*-H(l:k , 1 : fc):
r ^ ((ef+1i/efc)FQ( : , fc + 1) + (e£+pQe*)r);
to obtain a new /¿-step Arnoldi factorization
AV = VH + rei.
In practice, the Bulge Chase technique replaces the standard QR factorization
at this step to attain better numerical properties and to reduce the computational
cost. To do single shifts and double complex shifts, the Bulge Chase Algorithm uses
Givens transformations and Householder transformations to introduce zeros in the
lower triangular parts of the upper Hessenberg matrices [6, Golub and Van Loan
1996] [16, Sorensen 2002].
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Algorithm 2.3
function [V, H, r] = ArnoldiJcp (A, V, H, r, k, p)
Input: A G Rnxn, V G Rnxk, H G Rk*k, r G K" with AV = VH + rei,
VTV — Ik, VTr = 0, and H upper Hessenberg, k G Z+. and ? G Z+.
Output: K G Mnx(fe+P), H G R(*+p)x (*+?), and t G Rn with ,41/ = VH + re£+p,
1/7F = /¿+?, 1/Tr = 0, and H upper Hessenberg.
1 . for j = k + 1 to k + ?
(a) /?<-||r||;
if /3 = 0, stop; else
? <- r//3;
(b) V^[V v];
(e) H- f ^ ];. <Jej-i .
(d) w — Av;
(e) /? — VTu/; 7- — u' - Vh;
(f) H-[AT /,].
Algorithm 2.4
function [µ] = Shifts (H, ?)
Input: # G R(fc+P)x(fc+p) and ? G Z+.
Output: µ G C.
1. Compute the eigenvalues of H;
2. µ(1 : ?) <— (? unwanted eigenvalues of /J):
(such as the eigenvalues with the smallest real part or with the
smallest magnitude).
Remark 4. Step 2(d(ii)) and step 2(e) of Algorithm 2.2 accumulate Q first, and
then form Vk <— Vk+pQ(:,l : k) (let (A) denote this formulation). (A) is more
20
efficient than computing Vk+P <— Vk+pQj several times, and then extracting the first
k columns of Vk+P to form Vk (let (B) denote this formulation). The first reason is
Vft+p G l^xifc+p), Qj g R(k+P) X(^p)1 the computation of Vk+P *- I4+PQj is more costly
than the product between the Q/s. This is also a issue about memory traffic. (A)
will be implemented with level III BLAS (matrix-matrix products) whereas (B) will
be level I BLAS (dot products). Level III BLAS has a far greater ratio of flops per
memory reference than level I BLAS.
Remark 5. When Algorithm 2.2 converges to the prescribed tolerance, compute
the eigenvalues of H. If ? is an eigenvalue of H € Rhxk with corresponding eigenvector
y e Mfc, then Hy = yQ. Set ? = Vy € W1. Then
\\??-??\\ = \\AVy- V(y0)\\
= \\{VH + rel)y-VHy\\
Il T H
= \elv\ WAV
This residual is the product of ||r|| and the absolute value of the last component
of the eigenvector of H. In practice, one can construct a vector ritz that consists
of the absolute values of the last components of all the eigenvectors of H, and use
\\ritz\\ \\r\\ < toi instead of ||r|| < toi as the stopping criterion. Then when the
algorithm converges to the prescribed tolerance, the residuals ||Ar - ??\\ for all the
pairs (T, x) are very small, so (#, x) are approximations of eigenpairs for A.
Chapter 3
Discrete Empirical Interpolation
As seen in last chapter, the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) method [15, Sorensen
1992] uses the Arnoldi iteration, which requires the computation of inner products
at step 2(e) of algorithm 2.1. In the parallel computing environment, inner prod-
ucts present a computational bottleneck due to memory traffic, communication, and
synchronization, so some way to avoid the computation of inner products would be
helpful.
Motivated by the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) [2, Chat-
urantabut and Sorensen 2009], D. C. Sorensen proposed a new algorithm called
DEIM_Arnoldi in place of the traditional Arnoldi iteration. Compared to the origi-
nal Arnoldi factorization, this new technique uses interpolatory projection instead of
orthogonal projection, so it avoids the computation of inner products entirely. The
first section and second section of this chapter introduce the DEIM technique and
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the DEIM_Arnoldi factorization. Using these two algorithms, the last section of this
chapter proposes a modified IRA scheme called Implicitly Restarted DEIM_Arnoldi
(IRD). It is still an implicitly restarted method that solves for a few eigenvalues of a
large matrix, but it uses the DEIM_Arnoldi iteration and the DEIM algorithm in place
of the traditional Arnoldi iteration. The advantage of employing these techniques is
that IRD avoids the computation of inner products.
3.1 Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method
As a modification of the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) method, which is
for building reduced-order models for nonlinear partial differential equations, Chat-
urantabut and Sorensen [2, 2009] proposed the Discrete Empirical Interpolation
Method (DEIM) to reduce the computational complexity of the POD method.
DEIM is used to select k indices ? = \pi,P2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,'Pk] for A; linearly independent
vectors {ui,u2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Uk} Q Cn to make PTU Ç Ckxk as well-conditioned as possible,
where P = [ePl ep, ... ePk] G Wnxk. This technique is described in detail in the
following Algorithm 3.1.
Remark 1. Set P3 = [epi eP2 . . . ePj] G WIXJ . Then the matrix U(p(l : j - 1), : )
and the vector Uj(p(l : j - I)) at step 2(a) of Algorithm 3.1 can be written in the
form of P]L1Uj-! E Rü-i)x(j-i) and Pf-1Uj G R''"1. Thus
Pf1U^1C = Pf1U,
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Algorithm 3.1
function [?] = DEIM ([u ?, «2, · · ¦ , Uk])
Input: ['«?, '«2, · · ¦ ,uk] € Rnxk with linearly independent columns.
Output: ? G Rk whose components are the interpolation indices.
1. p(l) <— '¿_max(|«i|);
(¿.max selects the index of the component with the largest magnitude.)
U ^- [It1];
2. for j = 2 to fc
(a) Solve U(p{l : j - 1) , : )c = Uj{p(l : J - I)) for c;
(b) r <— tij — C/c;
(c) p(j) <- ¿-max(|r|);
(d) C/ - [i7 «,-].
holds for that step, i.e., £7j_ic interpolates Uj at the elements indexed by {pi,p-2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,
Pj -?}. Hence step 2(b) implies
Pj'_1r = Pj:iuj-PT_1Uj.1c = 0.
It follows that the selection of the index pj at step 2(c) is in the sense of choosing pj
such that Uj has the "farthest distance" at the p¡h component from {ui,u<2, . . . , Uj-i}.
This may be viewed as a selection of k indices ? = [pi,p2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Pk] that tend to make
PTU as well-conditioned as possible.
Remark 2. It will be shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2 below that at step 2(c)
of Algorithm 3.1, there must be some component of r that is not zero, and the
interpolation indices p/s are distinct. Lemma 3.2 also guarantees that the matrix
PJi1Uj-I at step 2(a) is invert ible for every iteration, where (Pj_lUj-i)c = Pj_iUj
must be solved for c . Thus, this algorithm is well defined. Furthermore, for a modest
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k, solving for c at step 2(a) is not very costly.
Lemma 3.2 For every iteration at step 2(a) of Algorithm 3.1, the matrix
PjI1Uj-I is invertible.
Proof: The proof is obtained by induction on i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
For i = 1, Uj'' s are linearly independent, which implies Ii1 f 0, so the maximum
component of 1'U1I satisfies PfU\ = 'fti(pi) f 0, and hence PfU? is invertible.
Assume PfUi is invertible for some integer i G {1, 2, . . . , k — 1}.
For i + 1,
PfUiC=PfUi+1 (3.1)
and r = u,;+i - [/¿c hold by Algorithm 3.1, so Pfr = 0. Since ui+i is linearly
independent from {ui,u2, ¦ ¦ -,v-i}, r = '«4+i - U1C f 0 holds (otherwise ui+i can be
written as a linear combination of {¿¿i, U2, ¦ ¦ ¦ , '«,:})· Hence the maximum component
of |r| is always nonzero, and hence eT.+lr = r(pi+i) f 0. Thus
eTPi+lUi+l-eTpi+lUiCÏ0. (3.2)
Since Pfr = 0 but eTi+lr f 0, the index pi+x is not in the set {pi,P2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Pi}-
The next step is to show Pf+1Ui+i is invertible. Since Pi+i = [Pi ePi+1] and
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Ui+1 = [U1 ut+1],
PT+Vi+X =
F?
" P¿+ 1
Ui Ui+i
PTu, PTu1+1
0T TT „te1 U e1 u-.,
Assume PH1U+[Z = O with ? G IR1+1. To prove that Pj+lUi+\ is invertibile, one needs
to show 2 = 0. Write ? = [xT y]T with ? € R* and y G E. Then Pf+1U+1Z = 0
becomes
X
0.
z.e..
PfUiX + P?Ui+1IJ = 0
eli+iVix + el+luí+í'y = °·
Plug (3.1) into the first equation to obtain
Pft/i(x + cy) = 0.
ff£/» is invertible by the assumption on ¿, so ? + q/ = 0, i.e.
X = -CT/.
Plug this equality into the second equation to obtain
(eLi'Ui+! - eïi+iuic)y = °-
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Then (3.2) implies y = O, so ? = —cy = 0. It follows that ? = 0, which implies
i^J-i^-i+i 's invertible. ?
3.2 DEIM_Arnoldi Factorization
Motivated by DEIM discussed in last section, D. C. Sorensen proposed a new algo-
rithm called DEIM_Arnoldi in place of the original Arnoldi iteration. Compared to the
traditional Arnoldi factorization's orthogonal projection used to build an orthonormal
basis for /Ck(Ar0), this new technique uses interpolatory projection to construct a
non-orthogonal but well-conditioned basis for ICk(A, Vq) with infinity norm equal to
1. It avoids the computation of inner products entirely. This new scheme is described
in detail in the following Algorithm 3.3.
Remark 1. Similar to Remark 1 of Algorithm 3.1, set P} = [ePl eP2 ... ePj] € Rnxj .
Then the matrix U(p(l : j) , : ) and the vector w(p(l : j)) at step 2(f) of Algorithm
3.3 can be written in the form of PjUj G Wxj and Pjw G W, which implies
pT_1Uj-1c = PT_1w
for that step at iteration (j - 1), i.e., Uj-\c interpolates w at the elements indexed
by {pi,P2, · · · ,Pj-i }¦ Thus by step 2(g),
PjL1T = PT_1w-Pl_1Uj.lc = 0 (3.3)
holds. Hence from step 2(c) at iteration j, it follows that
PjL1Uj = Pf-S·Iß = 0. (3.4)
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Algorithm 3.3
function [U,G,r,p] = DEIMJVrnoldi (A,r,k)
Input: A G Knxn, r f 0 G W1, and fc G {1, . . . , n).
Output: U G Wl*k, G G MfcxA:, r G Mn with AU = UG + rei and G upper
Hessenberg, and ? G MA: whose components are different indices with
U(p, :) lower triangular with diagonals ±1.
1. ¡ß p(l)] - raax(|r|);
u <- r/ß: U <- [it];
c ^w(P(I))Mp(I)); G ^ [c];
r <— ry — £/c;
2. for j = 2 to A;
(a) [/? PU)] - max(]r|);
(b) if ß = 0, stop;
(c) « «- r/ß: U «- [t/ it];
G
(e) lu <— Ait;
(f) Solve C/(p(l : j) , : )c = w(p(l : J)) for c;
G^[G c];
(g) r <— u' — f/c.
Similarly, it follows that Pj'iij+i = 0 for the next iteration. Thus the components
of 'Uj+i indexed by {pi,p2, ---,Pj) will all be set to be 0. To set the pjth component
of uj+i to be 0, the selection of the index pj at step 2(a) is needed. This selection
is in the sense of building uj+i "far from" the subspace spando,·}, since it chooses
the component of Uj = r/ß with the largest magnitude. Similarly, setting the com-
ponents of Uj+i indexed by {pi,P2, ¦ · ¦ -,Pj) to be 0 is to set up 'Uj+ 1 "far from" the
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subspace spanf-u^uo, . . . ,Uj}. Thus, Algorithm 3.3 constructs a non-orthogonal but
well-conditioned basis for /Cfe(A r0). The following Figure 3.1 is an example of a well-
conditioned basis {ui,u2,u3} for /C3(Ar0) built by Algorithm 3.3 with a random
matrix ,4 e M3x3 and a random initial vector r0 G K3.
xz-plane yz-plane
!. 0.4
1 1 x-axis
y-axis
U1 = (0.0365, 0.8907, l)r, U2 = (-0.0779, 1, 0)T, U3 = (1, 0, 0)r
Figure 3.1: The well-conditioned basis {«?, 112,143} for IC3(A, ro) built by Algorithm 3.1 with a
random matrix A G R3x'3 and a random initial vector Tq G Kj.
In the process of constructing {ui,u2, u3} in Figure 3.1, the first step is to select
the index p\ and set the P1"1 component of u2 to be 0. Hence a plane must be chosen
from {yz-plane, zx-plane, xy-plane} in which U2 will be set up. The component of U1
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with the largest magnitude is the third one. which implies that 'U1 has the farthest
distance from the xy-plane. Thus the xy-plane is chosen to set up a2 "far from" the
subspace SPaIi(Ii1). It follows that pi = 3, and the third (pith) component of U2 is
0. The next step is to select the index p2, set the p2h components of U3 to be 0, and
also set the third {p\h) component of U3 to be 0 to make U3 "far from" the subspace
sparici} as well. Hence an axis must be chosen from {x-axis, y-axis} in which -u3 will
be set up. The component of U2 with the largest magnitude is the second one, which
implies that U2 has the farther distance from the x-axis than from the y-axis. Thus
the x-axis is chosen to set up U3 ''far from" the subspace span { Ii1, 'U2 }· It follows that
p2 = 2, and the third (pith) and second (p2th) components of U3 are 0.
Remark 2. In the proof of Lemma 3.4 below, the interpolation indices p/s are
guaranteed to be different at step 2(a) of Algorithm 3.3. Lemma 3.4 also guarantees
that the matrix PfUj at step 2(f) is invertible for every iteration, where [PfUj)C =
PTw must be solved for c. Thus, this algorithm is well defined. Furthermore, for a
modest k, solving for c at step 2(f) is not very costly.
Lemma 3.4 For every iteration at step 2(f) of Algorithm 3.3, the matrix PfUj
is invertible.
Proof: Algorithm 3.3 and the equality (3.4) implies ef.Ui = ±1 and PjL1Ui = 0.
Thus the index p,¿ is different from {pi,p2, . ¦ . ,Pi-i}, and the matrix PfUj is lower
triangular with diagonals ±1. It follows that PfUj is invertible. D
Remark 3. The original Arnoldi factorization has AV = VH + rej with VTV =
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/fci VTr = 0, and H upper Hessenberg. Similarly the DEIM_Arnolcli factorization
has AU — UG + rej, which will be proved in Theorem 3.6 below, and G is upper
Hessenberg, which can be seen from the process of Algorithm 3.3. Here UTU = h
and UTr = 0 do not hold due to the non-orthogonal basis, as seen in Remark 1, but
PTr = 0 (equality 3.3), and the matrix PTU is lower triangular with diagonals ±1,
which has been shown in the proof of Lemma 3.4 above.
Theorem 3.5 The matrices and vectors constructed in every iteration j
(j = 1, 2, . . . , k) of Algorithm 3.3 satisfy
AU3 = U3G1 + rjeJ.
Proof: This proof is obtained by induction on i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
For i = 1, by Algorithm 3.3 T1 = w — U\c holds with w = Any = AU¡, and Gi = c,
which implies the 1-step DEIM-Arnoldi factorization
AU1 = U1G1 + nef.
Assume the ¿-step DEIM_Arnoldi factorization
AU1 = U1G,, + nej
for some integer ? G {1,2,..., A; — 1}.
For i + 1, the (i+l)-step DEIM_Arnoldi factorization is
AUi+l = Ui+1Gi+1 + ri+1e[+1,
where Ui+1 = [U¿ ui+1}. In Algorithm 3.3,
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G1+1 =
Gi g g
with
ßej a a
Then the (¿+l)-step DEIM_Arnoldi factorization becomes
A U ui+1
which is equivalent to
Ui Ui+i
G1 g
ßej a
+ ri+ie[+l,
AU1 = KG, + ßui+1eT
Aui+i — Ui+I
a
+ rl+x
By Algorithm 3.3, ßui+\ = rt holds, so the first equation is guaranteed by the ¿-step
DEIM_Arnoldi factorization. Still by Algorithm 3.3,
Aiii+i — w and ri+i = w — í/¿+1c = w — U+I
a
holds, which implies that the second equation is also guaranteed. Thus the (z+l)-step
DEIM_Arnoldi factorization holds. ?
Remark 4. If ß = 0 at step 2(b) in some iteration j + 1 in Algorithm 3.3, then
Tj = 0 and the algorithm stops with AUj = UjGj. In this situation, if ? is an
eigenvalue of Gj G Wxj with corresponding eigenvector y G W , then Gjy = ??. Set
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? = Ujij e W1. Then
\\ Ax -??\\ = WAUJy-Uj(VO)W
= WU&v - UjGjvW
= O
Tims (?. ?) is an exact eigenpair for A.
Remark 5. The original Arnoldi factorization has AV = VH + rei with VTV = Ik
and VTr = 0. Thus by prernultiplying the equation by VT , one can obtain a formula
for H that H = VTAV . Similarly, the DEIM_Arnoldi factorization has AU = UG +
rei Wltn PTr = 0 (equality 3.3) and PTU is invertible. Hence by prernultiplying the
equation by PT , one can obtain a formula for G that G = (P7U)-1AU.
Remark 6. For symmetric A, the matrix H in the original Arnoldi factorization is
tridiagonal, since H = VTAV is both upper Hessenberg and symmetric. The matrix
G in the DEIM_Arnoldi factorization does not have the same feature for symmetric
A, but it is bidiagonal for diagonal A, which can be seen from the construction of G
through the vector c at step 2(f) in Algorithm 3.3. Since PjU3- is lower triangular
with diagonals ±1, Uj(p(l : j)) = Pjuj = ±e,·. Since A is diagonal, w(p(l : j)) =
(Au.j)(p(l : j)) = 7iej. Since U(p(l : j), :) = PjUj is lower triangular, U(p(l : j), i)"1
is also lower triangular. Thus c = U(p(l : j), :)_1i(;(p(l : j)) = y2ej. Hence by the
construction of G through the vector c, G is bidiagonal for diagonal A.
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3.3 Implicitly Restarted DEIM_Arnoldi
This section proposes the Implicitly Restarted DEIM_Arnoldi (IRD) method based on
the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) scheme for computing a set of eigenvalues of
a large matrix. Compared to IRA's traditional Arnoldi factorization, which requires
inner products, this algorithm uses the DEIM_Arnoldi factorization and the DEIM
technique. The advantage of employing these techniques in IRD is that they avoid the
computation of inner products, which results in faster running times for large scale
eigenvalue problems, and also may greatly reduce the latency caused by the standard
inner products in the parallel computing environment.
Algorithm 2.2 (IRA) and the same deduction as the one before Algorithm 2.2 lead
to the following Algorithm 3.6.
Remark 1. At step 2(a) of Algorithm 3.6. the additional steps are applied to an
existing DEIM_Arnoldi factorization through the following Algorithm 3.7.
At step 1(a) in the first iteration of Algorithm 3.7, since the components of
r indexed by {pi,P2, ¦ ¦ ¦ ,Pk] are not guaranteed to be 0 as in Algorithm 3.3
(DEIM_Amoldi), Pk+i $. {??,??, · · · ,Pk] must be forced in order to keep p/s different
and further keep PjUj invertible at step 1(e).
Set Pj = [epi eP2 ... ePj] e Wnxj . Then the matrix U(p(l : j) , : ) and iu(p(l :
j)) at step 1(e) of Algorithm 3.7 can be written in the form of PjUj G Wxj and
Pjw G Rj, which implies that (PjUj)c = PJw must be solved for c at that step.
The following Lemma 3.8 guarantees the matrix PjUj is invertible for every iteration.
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Algorithm 3.6
function [U,G,r,p] = IRD (A,r, k,m,tol)
Input: A G Rnxn, r G Wn, k G Z+, m G Z+ and 0 < to/ « 1.
Output: Í/ G Rnxk, G G Rfexfe with AU « C/G, r G K" with ||r|| < toi, and
? G Kfc whose components are the interpolation indices.
1. [U, G, r, p] <- DEIM_Arnoldi(A r, k)
2. while (||r|| > to/)
(a) Apply (m - A;) additional steps to obtain a m-step
D EIM_Arnoldi factorization
AU = UG + rejn;
(b) Select (m — A;) shifts //t. µ?, ¦ ¦ ¦ , µ,?-k corresponding to the
unwanted eigenvalues;
(c) Q <- /m;
(d) For j = 1,2,..., m -k
i. Factor Qj i? = G — µ·,·/™;
?. G - QjGQ,; Q - QQ,;
(e) /7 <- t/Q( : , 1 : k);
G *- G(I : k , 1 : fc):
r - ((e^Ge^QC : , k + 1) + (e£+pQefc)r);
to obtain a new fc-step DEIM_Arnoldi factorization
AU = UG + rei;
(f) Use Algorithm 3.1 (DEIM) to rechoose the indices
? = [p(l),p(2), . . . ,p(k)] for the k columns of the matrix
U G Wnxk in the new fc-step DEIM_Arnoldi factorization.
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Algorithm 3.7
function [U,G,r,p] = DEIM_Arnoldi_km (A,U,G,r,p,k, rn)
Input: A G K"xn, U G Rnxk, G G Rkxk, r G Rn with AU = UG + rej. and G
upper Hessenberg, ? G Mfc whose components are the interpolation
indices with Pl Uk := t/(p, :) invertible, fc e Z+, and m G Z+.
Output: U G Rnxm, G G Kmxm, r G Rn with AU = UG + reTm and G upper
Hessenberg, and ? G M"1 whose components are the interpolation
indices with Pj[Uk := £/(p, :) lower triangular with diagonals ±1.
1. for j = k + 1 to rn
(a) [ß p{j)] <- inax(|r|):
(For j = k + 1, p(/j + 1) ^ {p(l),p(2), . . . ,p(fc)} must be forced.)
(b) if /J = 0, stop:
(c) u f- r/# C/ <- [£/ «];
G
(e) w <— Au:
(f) Solve C/(p(l : j) , : )c = iu(p(l : j)) for c;
G <- [G c];
(d) G -
(g) r <— ?> — C/c.
Lemma 3.8 If the matrix PjUt in the input data for Algorithm 3.7 is invertible,
then the matrix PjUj at step 1(e) is invertible for every iteration.
Proof: Write j = k + i with i = 1, 2, . . . , m - k, Pj = Pk+i = [Pk Pi) and
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Uj = Uk+i = [Uk Ui]. Then
P-U- =
??
Pi
uk U1
p¡uk più
P Uk Pi U1
.T.
Similar deduction of equality (3.3) and Lemma 3.4 lead to PkL U-,, = 0, and P¿ U¿ is
t-
lower triangular with diagonals ±1, which implies that P1 U¡, is invertibile, and
PfUj =
Pluk o
P uk P1 U1
Assume PjU3Z = 0 with ? eW. To prove that PfUj is invertibile, one needs to show
z = 0. Write ? = [xT yT}T with ? G Rk and y G W. Then PjUjZ = 0 becomes
PlUk 0
-t ~ t -
^ £4 P U1
0,
'¿.e.,
¿f^ = 0
PfUkX + pfUiy = 0.
^t,
PjUk is invertible, which implies ? = 0, so the second equation becomes Pj Uy = 0.
Furthermore, P1 U¿ is invertible. It follows that y = 0. Thus ? = 0, which implies
PjUj is invertible. ?
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Remark 2. To make Algorithm 3.6 (IRD) well defined, the matrix PfUj must be
invertitile for every iteration in step 1 and step 2(a). This is guaranteed by Lemma
3.4 and Lemma 3.8. However, for Lemma 3.8 the matrix PfUk in the input data for
Algorithm 3.7 must be invertible, so one must rechoose the indices by Algorithm 3.1
(DEIM) at step 2(f) of Algorithm 3.6 (IRD). By this step, Lemma 3.2 guarantees
that PfUk in the input data for Algorithm 3.7 is invertible. But in order to use
Algorithm 3.1 (DEIM) and Lemma 3.2, the A; columns of the matrix Uk G Rnxk at
step 2(f) of Algorithm 3.6 (IRD) must be linearly independent. This is guaranteed
by the following Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 3.9 The A; columns of the matrix Uk G Rnxk at step 2(f) of Algorithm
3.6 are linearly independent.
Proof: By Algorithm 3.6, the matrix Uk G Rnxk in the new ?-step DEIM_Arnolcli
factorization satisfies Uk = UmQ, where Um G Rnxm is from the previous m-step
DEIM_Arnoldi factorization, and Q G Rmxk is subunitary (which means rectangular
with orthonormal columns). Assume UkX = UnQx = 0 with ? G Rk. To prove that
Uk G Rnxfc has full column rank k, one needs to show ? — 0. By Lemma 3.8, PfnU1n
is invertible, which implies that U1n G W-Xm has full column rank m. Thus Qx = 0
by UmQx = 0. Since Q G Wmxk is subunitary, it has full column rank k, so ? = 0. It
follows that Uk € Rnxk lias full column rank A-, which implies that the A' columns of
Uk are linearly independent. ?
Remark 3. There are many choices of the shifts at step 2(b) of Algorithm 3.6.
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Among them, one direct choice would be the "exact shifts" as described in Algorithm
2.4 (Shifts) in last chapter.
Remark 4. At step 2(d(i)) of Algorithm 3.6, if there are some µ/'s that are not
real, they must appear in complex conjugate pairs since G is a real matrix. Then the
following implicit double shift can avoid complex arithmetic:
Factor Q3R = (G - ?ß(µ:?)???)2 + Im^)2I1n.
In practice, the Bulge Chase technique replaces the standard QR factorization
at this step to attain better numerical properties and to reduce the computational
cost. To do single shifts and double complex shifts, the Bulge Chase Algorithm uses
Givens transformations and Householder transformations to introduce zeros in the
lower triangular parts of the upper Hessenberg matrices [6, Golub and Van Loan
1996] [16, Sorensen 2002].
Remark 5. When Algorithm 3.6 converges to the prescribed tolerance, compute
the eigenvalues of G. If 0 is an eigenvalue of G G Rkxk with corresponding eigenvector
?/el1, then Gy = y0. Set ? = Uy G Wn. Then
\\??-??\\ = \\AUy - U(y9)\\
= \\{UG + reTk)y-UGy\\
¡? T h
I T ? M M= e,,u \\r\\.I /CCI [] N
This residual is the product of ||r|| and the absolute value of the last component
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of the eigenvector of G. In practice, one can construct a vector ritz that consists
of the absolute values of the last components of all the eigenvectors of G, and use
||rziz|| ||r|| < toi instead of ||r|| < toi as the stopping criterion. Then when the
algorithm converges to the prescribed tolerance, the residuals \\Ax - ??\\ for all the
pairs (T, x) are very small, so (T, x) are approximations of eigenpairs for A.
Chapter 4
Numerical Results
I tested the IRD algorithm and compared its performance with IRA (the one from the
CAAM 551 class website, not "eigs") on 60 unsymmetric real matrices from Matrix
Market with dimensions from 62 ? 62 to 23560 ? 23560 (all of the unsymmetric
square real matrices from the category of eigenvalue problem in Matrix Market).
The number of iterations IRD and IRA used are similar on 40 matrices. There
were 12 matrices in this set for which both IRD and IRA fail to converge. IRD has
better performance on 9 matrices, while IRA performs better on 7 matrices. For
7 problems, the results are highly dependent on the initial vector r. I also tested
these two algorithms on several symmetric real matrices. They use similar number of
iterations and time on symmetric cases. Sometimes they have difficulty capturing all
the multiple eigenvalues, but on most cases they both converge very well.
In both Algorithm 2.2 (IRA) and Algorithm 3.7 (IRD), an initial vector r is
40
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required. In the numerical experiments in this chapter, I use random r for both the
IRA and IRD algorithms, so based on different r the results are different. However,
for most matrices the results have only small changes for different r. For these cases,
I selected some typical results to illustrate each case. As mentioned before, there are
also 7 matrices for which the results can be quite different based on different r. I will
discuss this case in the third section.
In this chapter, all of the numerical experiments are conducted in MATLAB
7.0.4.365 (R14) Service Pack 2 in Windows 7 Professional on a laptop with two
2.80 GHz processors and 4.00 GBytes of RAM. Results are based on k = 10 (solving
for 10 eigenvalues with the largest real parts), m = 20, and toi = sqrt(eps) (us-
ing ||·???|| ||r¡¡ < toi as mentioned before). Running time is counted in seconds by
"tic/toe" commands. Error is the average of the relative errors (based on the matrix
norm) of 10 eigenvalues.
4.1 Similar Performance of IRD and IRA
This section presents some examples where IRD and IRA have similar performance.
As mentioned before, there are 12 unsymmetric matrices on which both IRD and IRA
fail to converge. The eigenvalue distributions of these 12 matrices have some similar
features. I select two typical examples to show the common features of this case. One
is a 961 ? 961 unsymmetric real matrix named "CDDE2" (Model 2-D Convection
Diffusion Operator). The other is a 4000 x 4000 unsymmetric real matrix named
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uTOLS400(r (Tolosa Matrix).
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3 show that in both of these two examples, many eigenval-
ues around the ones with the largest real parts have almost the same real parts and
quite different imaginary parts. The eigenvalue distributions of the other 10 matrices
have similar features. With this kind of eigenvalue distribution, it is very hard for
both IRD and IRA to capture the eigenvalues with the largest real parts.
cdde2
E -I
4+++++ +
H+++++ +
real axis
Figure 4.1: The eigenvalue distribution of the 961 ? 961 matrix "CDDE2" on which IRD and IRA
both fail.
For the matrices on which IRD and IRA both converge, I select two typical ex-
amples and show their eigenvalue distributions and behaviors. One is a 2961 ? 2961
unsyrametric real matrix named "PDE2961" (Matrix from Partial Differential Equa-
tion). The other is a 5151 ? 5151 unsymmetric real matrix named "RW5151" (Markov
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Figure 4.2: The eigenvalue distribution of the 4000 ? 4000 matrix "TOLS4000" on which IRD and
IRA both fail.
tols4000
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p 0
-100
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-300 h
real axis
Figure 4.3: The local magnification of the eigenvalue distribution of "TOLS4000" around the
eigenvalues with the largest real parts.
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Chain Transition Matrix).
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.6 show that in both of these two examples, the real parts
of the eigenvalues around the ones with the largest real parts have relatively large
differences. With this kind of eigenvalue distribution, it is relatively easy for both
IRD and IRA to capture the eigenvalues with the largest real parts.
0.8
-0.4
-0.8
pde2961
[mini imi 1 1 1
4 6
real axis
10
Figure 4.4: The eigenvalue distribution of the 2961 ? 2961 matrix "PDE2961" on which IRD and
IRA both converse.
Table 4.1 shows that on large matrices, when the numbers of iterations are more
or less, IRD has roughly a 20-40% savings in time over IRA with similar relative error.
This savings is due to the avoidance of the high cost of computing inner products
between large scale vectors. This table also shows that the matrix Uk constructed by
the DEIM_Arnoldi algorithm is well-conditioned.
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ra/5151
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real axis
Figure 4.5: The eigenvalue distribution of the 5151 ? 5151 matrix "RW5151" on which IRD and
IRA both converge.
rw5151
0.08 h
real axis
Figure 4.6: The local magnification of the eigenvalue distribution of "RW5151" around the eigen-
values with the largest real parts.
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Table 4.1: Convergence results for IRA and IRD for the 2961 ? 2961 matrix "PDE2961" and the
5151 ? 5151 matrix "RW5151".
Matrix Method Cond # of Vk/Uk F of Iters Time Relative Error
IRA 1.000000 20 0.407874 3.860327 ? 10 -11
PDE2961
IRD 10.584382 20 0.291528 1.313952 ? 10"11
IRA 1.000000 53 2.030613 2.112203 ? 10"
RW5151
IRD 24.927607 63 1.285742 7.559716 ? 10~7
The purpose of avoiding the computation of inner products is not limited to this
savings of time for serial computation. The ultimate motivation is to greatly re-
duce the latency caused by the standard inner products in the parallel computing
environment.
4.2 Better Performance of IRD
This section presents some examples on which IRD has better performance than IRA.
As mentioned before, there are 9 unsymmetric matrices on which IRD performs bet-
ter. The eigenvalue distributions of these 9 matrices have some similar features. I
select three typical examples to show the common features of this case. They are
the 2500 ? 2500 unsymmetric real matrix named "CRY2500" (Matrix from Diffu-
sion Model Study for Crystal Growth Simulation), the 5000 ? 5000 unsymmetric
real matrix named "OLM5000" (The Olmstead Model Matrix), and the 8192 ? 8192
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unsymmetric real matrix named "DW8192" (Square Dielectric Waveguide Matrix).
Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8, arid Figure 4.9 show that in all of these three examples, the
eigenvalue distribution is nearly a horizontal line with respect to the axis scale, with
some eigenvalues off the line. The eigenvalue distributions of the other 6 unsymmetric
matrices have similar features. I do not quite understand the theoretical reason why
this kind of eigenvalue distribution make it easier for IRD to capture the eigenvalues
with the largest real parts.
cry2500
+ -H- + +H- + -H- Il 1 III Hill II Hill«!
-10000 -8000 -6000 -4000 -2000
real axis
2000
Figure 4.7: The eigenvalue distribution of the 2500 ? 2500 matrix "CRY2500" on which IRD
perforins better.
In Table 4.2, IRD always requires fewer iterations and less time than IRA but
obtains a better approximation on the first matrix "CRY25Ü0". On the other two
matrices "OLM5000" and "DW8192", IRD always requires significantly fewer itera-
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olm5000
real axis
Figure 4.8: The eigenvalue distribution of the 5000 x 5000 matrix "OLM5000" on which IRD
performs better.
dw8192
-120 -100 -60 -40
real axis
Figure 4.9: The eigenvalue distribution of the 8192 ? 8192 matrix "DW8192" on which IRD
performs better.
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Table 4.2: Results for the 2500 ? 2500 matrix "CRY2S00", the 5000 ? 5000 matrix 'OLM5000"
and the 8192 ? 8192 matrix "DW8192" on winch IRD performs better.
Matrix Method Cond # of Vk /Uk F of Iters Time Relative Error
IRA 1.000000 976 14.4166 2.290995 ? 10"
CRY2500
IRD 21.037432 525 6.6347 7.114163 ? ??"11
IRA 1.000000 13497 509.7551 1.051845 ? 10 -16
OLM5000
IRD 109.843306 7106 164.3609 4.171462 ? ??-16
IRA 1.000000 4372 267.3644 2.854098 ? 10~14
DW8192
IRD 13.763088 599 20.2234 1.262938 ? 10"14
tions and less time than IRA to obtain similar approximations. The running time for
these two examples is pretty long. This motivates a consideration of parallel imple-
mentation. The advantage of IRD may be more significant in the parallel computing
environment because one may be able to greatly reduce the latency caused by the
computation of inner products.
In order to understand better that why IRD has better performance than IRA on
these matrices, I compared the shifts these two algorithm use on the first example
"CRY2500". In Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12, and Figure 4.13, black pluses
are all the eigenvalues of A, blue circles are the wanted eigenvalues of H/G, and red
diamonds are the unwanted eigenvalues of H/G. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show
the shifts IRA and IRD use at iteration 320 respectively. Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.10: The shifts IRA use at iteration 320.
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Figure 4.11: The shifts IRD use at iteration 320.
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Figure 4.12: The shifts IRA use at iteration 510.
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Figure 4.13: The shifts IRD use at iteration 510.
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Ritz Estimates 1 -4
600
Figure 4.14: The residuals \\Ax - ??\\ of the first 4 wanted eigenvalues of H in IRA at every
iteration.
Ritz Estimates 1-4
M
100 200 300 400 500 600
Figure 4.15: The residuals \\Ax - ??\\ of the first 4 wanted eigenvalues of G in IRD at every
iteration.
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show the shifts IRA and IRD use at iteration 510 respectively. These figures indicate
that IRA has a hard time to capture the eigenvalues off the horizontal line. Figure
4.14 and Figure 4.15 show the residuals \\Ax — ??\\ of the first 4 wanted eigenvalues
of H in IRA and G in IRD at every iteration respectively. Figure 4.14 indicates that
the residuals in IRA decrease steadily. Figure 4.15 indicates that the residuals in IRD
decrease with many strong oscillations.
4.3 Better Performance of IRA and Highly r-
dependent Cases
This section presents two subsets of the 20 unsymmetric matrices where the per-
formance of IRD and IRA differ. The first one consists of the matrices on which IRA
has better performance than IRD. A typical example is a 480 ? 480 unsymmetric
real matrix named "RBS480b" (Matrix from Forward Kinematics for the Stewart
platform of Robotics) .
On the matrix "RBS480b" in Table 4.3, based on different initial vectors r, some-
times IRA requires fewer iterations and less time than IRD but obtains a significantly
better approximation; sometimes IRA has a slightly better performance than IRD.
The second subset includes the problems for which the results are highly dependent
on the initial vector r. A typical example is a 90 ? 90 unsymmetric real matrix named
"TOLS90" (Tolosa Matrix).
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Table 4.3: Results for the 480 x 480 matrix i:RBS480b" on which IRA performs better.
Matrix Method Conci # of Vk/Uk # of Iters Time Relative Error
IRA 1.000000
IRD 44.576747
RBS480b
IRA 1.000000
To
IRD 89.341103
89 0.7032 1.49432 ? 10 -13
319 2.5069 3.50779 ? 10"
90 0.6900 1.03985 ? 10' -13
159 1.2266 6.31658 ? 10 -12
Table 4.4: Results for the 90 x 90 matrix ::TOLS90" for which the results highly depend on r.
Matrix Method Cond#ofl4/t4 # of Iters Time Relative Error
?
Tl
TOLS90
r-¿
U
IRA
IRD
IRA
IRD
IRA
IRD
IRA
IRD
1.000000
5.634973
1.000000
4.661371
1.000000
4.909659
1.000000
6.289952
213 1.2211 4.38313 ? 10 -13
3732 20.3558 6.01159 ? ??-
? 778 11.0302 2.56940 ? 10 -3
19 0.1069 1.42989 ? IO"14
106 0.6108 4.83339 ? IO"11
547 2.9220 1.33897 x 10 -13
203 1.1350 3.84707 ? IO"4
1280 6.9775 5.69072 ? IO"4
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For the matrix "TOLS90" in Table 4.4, the results are highly dependent on the
initial vector r. IRA has better performance than IRD for the first initial vector ri,
while IRD performs better than IRA for the second one r2. For the last two initial
vectors, IRD and IRA have similar performance. They both converge for r3, and both
fail to converge for r4.
4.4 Two Large Examples
This section presents two large examples with dimensions larger than 20000. One
is a symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem with dimension 25600 ? 25600 from
a generator named "torusSS" . The other is a 23560 ? 23560 unsymmetric real ma-
trix named "AF23560" (Matrix from Transient Stability Analysis of a Navier-Stokes
Solver).
The case "torusSS" is to solve for the 10 eigenvalues that are closest to -0.0001.
Table 4.5 shows that IRD requires fewer iterations and less time than IRA to obtain
a similar approximation on this case.
Table 4.5: Results for the 25600 ? 25600 symmetric case from the generator "tonisSS".
Matrix Method Cond # of Vk/Uk F of Iters Time Relative Error
IRA 1.000000 3435 811.314285 2.069936 ? IO"13
torusSS
IRD 9.266483 1265 154.308614 8.236274 ? 10 -13
In Table 4.6, residual is the average of the residuals \\Ax — ??\\ for 10 eigenvalues
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divided by the matrix norm. Table 4.6 shows that IRA requires significantly fewer
iterations and less time than IRD to obtain a similar approximation on the matrix
;iAF23560" .
Table 4.6: Results for the 23560 ? 23560 imsymmetric matrix i-AF23560".
Matrix Method Cond # of Vk/Uk # of Iters Time Average Residual
IRA 1.000000 3261 838.795 2.152553 ? 10 -12
AF23560
IRD 407.526584 48072 7709.644 1.861326 x 10 -12
Chapter 5
Thesis Summary and Future work
5.1 Conclusion
For large scale eigenvalue problems, this thesis proposes an inner product free Krylov
method called Implicitly Restarted DEIN'LArnoldi (IRD). This algorithm is a modi-
fication of the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi (IRA) scheme [15, Sorensen 1992]. IRA
uses the Arnoldi iteration, which requires inner products. In the parallel comput-
ing environment, inner products present a computational bottleneck due to memory
traffic, communication, and synchronization. Motivated by the Discrete Empirical
Interpolation Method (DEIM) [2, Chaturantabut and Sorensen 2009], D. C. Sorensen
proposed a new algorithm called DEIM_Arnoldi in place of the traditional Arnoldi
iteration. Compared to the original Arnoldi factorization, this new technique uses in-
terpolatory projection instead of orthogonal projection, so it avoids the computation
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of inner products entirely.
IRD uses the DEIM_Arnoldi factorization and the DEIM technique in place of
the traditional Arnoldi iteration to avoid the computation of inner products. In
serial computation, IRD can reduce the running times for large eigenvalue problems
by avoiding the high cost of computing inner products between large scale vectors.
What is more important is that IRD may greatly reduce the latency caused by the
computation of the standard inner products in the parallel computing environment.
I conducted many numerical experiments to compare the performance of IRD and
IRA in serial computation. I have tested these two algorithms on 60 unsymmetric
square real matrices from Matrix Market. In most cases they have similar perfor-
mance, but there are exceptions, such as one performs better than the other and
highly r-dependent results.
5.2 Discussion and Future Work
The 20-40% savings in running time in serial computation is of limited interest. The
purpose of avoiding the computation of inner products is not limited to saving run-
ning time by avoiding the high cost of computing inner products between large scale
vectors. The ultimate motivation for developing an algorithm without inner products
is to greatly reduce the latency caused by the standard inner products of distributed
vectors in parallel computation.
Unfortunately, the DEIM_Arnoldi algorithm and IRD do not completely avoid the
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need for communication in parallel computation. They must find the index of the
component with the largest magnitude of a distributed vector in the parallel comput-
ing environment. To eliminate this need for communication, one may be able to use
some asynchronous selection schemes to find the index of a component with nearly
the maximum magnitude of a distributed vector (i.e., select the index of a component
with sufficiently large magnitude rather than the exactly largest one). D. C. Sorensen
proposed a random independent selection of processors as an asynchronous selection
scheme. One can use the same random number generator beginning with the same
seed on all processors in parallel. Then each processor can produce the same random
number sequence independently. This random number sequence can be used to select
some processors from all processors in parallel. Then one may find the index of the
component with the largest magnitude from the distributed vector portions owned
by the selected processors. This way can greatly reduce the need for communication
in parallel computation. A main portion of the future work will be the development
of asynchronous schemes to eliminate the need for communication in the parallel
computing environment.
In addition, in the numerical experiments, I noticed that for several large matrices
(with dimensions greater than 5000 ? 5000), IRD converges much faster than IRA (in
the sense of using far fewer iterations and significantly less time), although sometimes
the error of IRD is a little bit larger than the error of IRA. For another portion of
the future work, I will investigate the theoretical reason why this happens, and try to
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use this advantage of IRD to make some modifications to improve its performance.
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